Preschool: The Arts

Resources in The Arts encourage young students to explore dance, theatre, music, and the visual arts. A lesson plan on creative dance will challenge students to choreograph their own moves after watching a PINKALICIOUS & PETERRIFIC™ perform. Students will think creatively as they put their own lyrics to an old song with Arthur in the "New Lyrics" lesson. A World of Stories is a collection of stories and nursery rhymes that can be used to inspire students to tell stories in their own words, visuals, or actions. Learn about tangrams as students use shapes and colors to create pictures. Additional resources take students on a virtual trip to the theatre, explore a dinosaur exhibit, and encourage students to listen to hip hop beats from San Francisco.

Topics and resources in the following areas:

- Dance
- Music
- Theater
- Visual Art

Find preschool level videos, lessons, interactive experiences, and printable activities: